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The First Star Party at Hawthorn Hollow
By Jeff Bondono

W

e held our first star party at the new Hawthorn Hollow observing site on Saturday, January 25, 1992.
During the day, snow fell from thick, unbroken clouds, but
the weather predictions called for a clear Sunday, so I
thought we might have a chance at some clear observing
weather that night. Besides, if I cancelled the star party
and it happened to clear up at, say, 8:00, I knew I'd be
dead meat So I packed up my scope and left while the
snow fell. Not especially encouraging weather for an observing session....
As I drove north on 1-94,the sky began to clear and
when I arrived, a cloudless sunset greeted me. I immediately unpacked the van and set up my telescope. Unfortunately, by the time I finished, the clouds had again overtaken
the sky. I hate being teased like that Other people arrived
until about 8:00. Seven people attended: Bob and Gabe
Halsall, Riyad Matti, Frank McCullough, Chuch DuCharme, Steve Hughes and myself. Everyone arrived while
it was cloudy and after an hour of standing under the
clouds in 20 degree weather, we joked a bit that we didn't
realize we knew seven lunatics out of all our acquaintances, let alone seven lunatics out of a 95-member astronomy
club.
Anyhow, we did get a chance to survey the site a bit
while the clouds blocked the cosmos. We also saw quite an
unusual display of lights in the sky. A very thin, threedegree-long vertical needle of light appeared in the eastern
sky. It stayed stationary, fading and brightening irregularly
at a pretty slow rate. Then someone noticed that there were
four or five of these in a row in the southern sky. Again,
they were vertical, very thin and about two to three degrees
long. They were unevenly spaced about a third of a degree
apart. No one could explain them with much confidence.
Soon afterward, three people gave up on the sky and went
home.
At about 9:30 or so the clouds began to clear our very
slowly and by 10:00 the remaining four people began observing through binoculars and my eight-inch Newtonian.
We started with (what else?) the Great Nebula in Orion, the
Pleiades and M-81 and M-82. We got what I thought was
quite a nice view of M-82. The mottling was pretty obvious
and the dark lane which cuts across the edge-on galaxy
like a cigar band was easily seen. Rather disappointing
views of .M-31 and M-32 followed, but they were rather low
in the sky. By then, the clouds had moved east enough to
uncover Jupiter and I enjoyed the steadiness of the air and

the details we were able to see. The two ruddy equatorial
bands were quite prominent and one had a thicker ovalshaped knob attached. Several higher-latitude belts
showed up, as did the darker polar regions. No one saw the
Great Red Spot. The sky conditions were quite variable all
night long, alternating 15 minute periods of thick clouds,
slight haze, thin clouds and strong haze. As I recall, after
Jupiter we observed M41, M-67 and perhaps a few other
bright objects. Even with the haze, we decided to try to
spot the Horsehead Nebula in Orion. Certainly this was the
height of unbridled optimism. No one saw the bright nebulosity in the area nor the Horsehead, but we did observe
the nearby multiple star Flamsteed 14. As we observed
that star, 11:00 rolled around and our star party thinned
out to two people: Riyad and myself.

O

rion was approaching the skyglow of the western
sky,but Riyad and I continued our search for the
Horsehead. For a few more minutes each, we looked at the
piece of sky where the Horsehead is known to hang out
(near Zeta) without any luck. But then Riyad pointed out
NGC 2024, the Tank Track Nebula, to me. At least we had
something to see. It appeared to be a roundish 10-minute
nebula which is cut completely in half by an obscuring
foreground dark nebula The remaining elongated pair of
glows look like the tracks of a tank, leading to the nickname.
While I was observing those nebulae, I moved the
scope a bit toward where the Horsehead was hiding and
saw that the background sky in our field of view was divided in half. One side was pretty dark and the other side was
slightly illuminated. This division was quite subtle and
hard to see at first, but Riyad looked and confirmed that it
wasn't my overactive imagination. The nebula we were seeing was IC 434, which is the background bright nebula
upon which the Horsehead is superimposed. I was quite
enthused at this point (I've never seen that nebula before),
and decided to get a bit more serious about the Horsehead.
I pulled out my copy of The Universe from Your Backyard.
and we found a picture of the Horsehead area. As Riyad
viewed through the scope, I described the starfield from the
picture to try to lead Riyad to the Horsehead. There are two
very faint stars right at the point of IC 434 where the
Horsehead cuts in. After a minute, Riyad said he thought
he could see the slightly darkened bite taken out of IC 434,
(Continued on page 6)
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Subgroup Reports

Computer Chatter
By Larry F. Kalinowski
Last month, Jeff Bondono made quite a splash
at our meeting with a demonstration of his own
creation called "Our Cosmohood." Jeffs latest
work is a glimpse into our universe out to a distance of
40 megaparsecs. His program is based on The Nearby
Galaxies Catalog by R. Brent Tully, a compilation of
2,368 galaxies. With each galaxy represented by a point
and using three dimensional plotting, Jeff is able to show
the filamentary structure of the universe with this amazing program. In fact, if you want the grand tour, his
demo takes you around the Cosmohood showing all the
various clouds of galaxies, their associations and spurs. I
can honestly say that this is the first time I have ever
seen an astronomy program by an amateur present the
universe in such a manner. Jeff is making his program
available via shareware and you can have a copy if you
bring five standard, double sided, double density disks to
a computer meeting. Jeff says the program works best in
EGA and VGA.
If you have a copy of Edmund Scientific's Mag 6 Star
Atlas and are willing to part with it for a fair sum, let me
know. I need a small tabletop atlas that goes to fifth or
sixth magnitude, shows constellation lines and the location of the Messier objects.
The 486SX doesn't seem to be getting much attention
from yea-sayers. A fast 386 is just as good or better, depending on which company you buy from. However, IBM
is taking advantage of the co-processorless motherboard.
Since the coprocessor socket is still included with any
486 computer, IBM plans to use that socket for some
interesting upgrades.
Speaking of upgrades, have you seen the new ads for
modular upgrades coming from many computer manufacturers? One that really makes me chuckle is the one
that allows you to upgrade from a 386SX to a 486. All
labs that have tested upgrade configurations admit that
the upgrades just can't match the486 in its normal setup.
Mira, the famous variable, seems to be bulging at the
middle, according to the latest bit of information. The
bulge axis is 20 percent longer than its spin axis. It
seems to indicate an extremely fast rate of rotation.
Roger Civic and Jon Root both took the big jump to
CDROM. Roger bought one at the last computer show. I
haven't heard too much from him lately. He's got it installed, but he's still amazed at all those directories and
sub-directories. Maybe we can coax him into some kind
of a demo after he gets it going.
DR-DOS version six is getting a lot of attention in the
PC magazines. It's supposedly better than MS-DOS version five, having better memory management.
The best IBM compatible computer system you can
buy now is a 486 running at 50 megahertz with an EISA
bus. That bus system still offers the most promising future.
Many complain about DOS's 640K barrier, but how
many other computer systems can say that they can run
their own software on their latest model whether it was
generated in 1982 or 1992? The DOS system has the
world's largest library of computer programs to choose
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from. It's estimated there are 50 million DOS systems in
use in the world today.
One well-known magazine writer gives DOS just a few
more years to live. I think he's got a surprise coming. His
most promising alternative is Unix. I think you’ll see both
systems on the same computer someday.
There will be three computer shows in the metro area
during the month of March. They are on March 1 at U.E
and C.W. Hall, 876 Horace Brown Drive, one block east of
1-75and two blocks south of Thirteen Mile Road; March 8
at Madonna University, 1-96at Levan, Exit #173 in Livonia
and March 22 at Southgate Civic Center, 1400 Dix-Toledo,
Southgate, Michigan. All three shows fall on a Sunday and
admission is $4.00.
Another interesting comet makes its appearance in our
skies this year. It's called Comet Mueller (1991hl). Here are
the revised orbital elements based on lAU circular 5438:
T: 1992Mar 21.2096
e: 1.000
q: 0.19864
Peri: 307.0178
Node: 288.7876
i: 95.5547
Absolute magnitude: 11.52
Magnitude coefficient: 10.00
Epoch: 2000
The speaker for the next Computer Group meeting on
February 27 will be none other than yours truly on the
subject of graphic cards, monitors and resolution.
If you need any more information about the Computer
Group, you can reach me at 776-9720. Clear skies.


The Second Star Party at the
Hawthorn Hollow Observing Site
Saturday, March 7, 1992
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
By Jeff Bondono
Our second Star Party is scheduled for a night just a
few days after New Moon. The end of twilight will be at
about 7:30 p.m. and dawn will break at 6:00 a.m. Jupiter
is just a few days past opposition and will be prominent in
the sky.
All club members who wish to attend are welcome provided they notify either Bob Halsall or myself by February
20. When you do so, you will be given a map to Hawthorn
Hollow and a listing of the Hawthorn Hollow Site Rules if
you don't already have them. Please be sure to follow the
rules completely.
If the weather looks poor on the day of the star party,
call me at 731-4706 to find out if the star party will be
held. There will be a recorded message if I am not home.
This star party marks the beginning of my favorite season of observing. The nights aren't quite so bitterly cold
and the sky lets us look out the top of the Milky Way to
the galaxy clusters far beyond the stars of Ursa Major, Leo
and Virgo. Let's all go out and enjoy them together.
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NASA Spacelink

Hubble Space Telescope
Monthly Status Report
December 1991
Hubble ended 1991 in good health and with promise for a productive New Year in 1992.
The safemode entry that occurred on December 9
was the result of a minor ground system's error. The
evaluation, recovery, and return to normal science
operations was accomplished within 72 hours of the
initial incident and all operations are normal.
The Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph
(GHRS), which had suspended scientific observing
due to a date transfer anomaly, is back on line and
has successfully completed 36 observations during
the month without a recurrence of the interface
anomaly. Several months of extensive testing led to a
recommendation by the engineering, operations and
science teams to keep the side two low voltage power
supply continuously powered up. This in turn maintains a thermal balance that makes it possible to operate the GHRS with reliable science data transfers.
New command and safemode procedures are being
implemented to support this configuration and the
GHRS will be routinely scheduling its science programs starting in January.
The Astrometry Team completed a number of verification tests necessary to calibrate the Fine Guidance
Sensors for use in astrometric science programs. One
particular test caught the interest of both the science
and mission operations teams. The lateral color test
calibrates the instruments for color effects and uses
two different spectral type stars, one red and one
green. Since the test was scheduled for December 25
the teams dubbed the target "The Christmas Pair."
On December 10 —12, a Critical Design Review
(CDR) was held on the Servicing Mission COSTAR instrument, The Review Board reported confidence that
the COSTAR can successfully be built as designed
and that there exists no "show stopper" issues to prevent readiness for a 1993 Servicing Mission.
Looking forward to· 1992, January will see the
implementation and testing of HST's parallel science
capabilities. Initial programs will see the WF/PC and
the FOC executing programs in parallel. February
promises an exciting series of coordinated observations of Jupiter by the HST and Ulysses.


Magellan Begins Third Venus
Mapping Cycle
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. and Jim Doyle, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
The Magellan spacecraft began its third radar
mapping cycle of the surface of Venus on Friday, Jan-
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uary 24, and controllers at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, said today mapping
was successful despite earlier transmitter problems.
The second mapping cycle ended January 15, and
controllers then successfully performed a planned
week of battery recharging.
The spacecraft experienced difficulty with one of
its radio transmitters earlier this month. Mission Director Doug Griffith reported that the project will now
use the backup transmitter to continue mapping. The
backup transmitter was turned off last year because
of a spurious signal that degraded data transmission
back to Earth.
Mapping is now continuing, Griffith said, after a
new operational mode was devised for the backup
transmitter which reduced the data transmission rate
from 268,000 to 115,000 bits per second.
Mission controllers also had to contend with interference on the spacecraft's radio signal caused by the
spurious signal. That problem is being managed by
choosing one of the two possible data carrier tones to
avoid the spurious signal frequency.
For the first five orbits starting on January 24,
controllers tested various configurations of the data
carrier tones to analyze the spurious signal. Finally,
the spurious signal settled at a frequency which allowed satisfactory radar data to be transmitted.
The transmitter problem is still under investigation by a special radio anomaly team that is trying to
determine the most probable failure mechanism in
both transmitters and devise additional methods to
optimize use of the backup transmitter.
Now that mapping is continuing, stereo mapping
of selected targets as well as mapping of areas not
previously imaged are underway. The first stereo imaging target is Maxwell Montes, the highest mountain
on Venus.
Additionally, Project Scientist Steve Saunders said
a global survey based on the data acquired during the
first two cycles has found that about 85 percent of the
planet is covered by volcanic rocks, mostly lava flows
that form the great plains.
Much of the remaining 15 percent, he said, is high
standing, chaotic material that is faulted and fractured. "Little can be determined about the composition or nature of the rocks that form these highlands,"
he said.
One possible explanation is that the highland rock
represents crustal material that formed soon after the
final accretion of the planet 4.6 billion years ago,
Saunders said.
The high, ridged material is seen in the continentlike terrains such as Aphrodite Terra and Maxwell
Montes. "These regions often appear as islands surrounded by the more recent lavas that form the volcanic plains," Saunders said.
All of the terrestrial planets appear to have formed
relatively low density crusts, Saunders said. "Little of
the ancient crust remains on Earth because of the
constant churning of plate tectonics." While Venus
does not have Earth-like tectonic plates, it has a long,
complex history of deformation with many episodes of
tectonics and faulting.
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"The Magellan data will provide the key to understanding that complex history and perhaps to the understanding of many of Earth's geologic puzzles," Saunders said. Magellan already has mapped over 95 percent of Venus. The primary objective for the Magellan
mission called for one mapping cycle to obtain images
of 70 percent of the planet The Jet Propulsion Laboratory manages the Magellan Project for NASA's Office of
Space Science and Applications.


Ulysses to Study Jupiter's
Magnetic Field During Flyby
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. and Diane Ainsworth, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
January 31, 1992 — Sixteen months and
617,000,000 miles after launch from the Kennedy
Space Center, Florida, the Ulysses spacecraft has
reached Jupiter, where Ulysses will use the planet's
gravity to swing out of the ecliptic plane and on toward
the poles of the sun, a region never explored by spacecraft. Ulysses will accelerate as it nears Jupiter's northern hemisphere but will not be captured by the planet's
gravity, said Donald Meyer, JPL's Deputy Mission Operations Manager.
Instead, Ulysses will skim by the planet at a distance of 6.3 Jupiter radii, 280,000 miles from the
planet's center. Closest approach will occur at 7 a.m.
EST on Saturday, February 8. Ulysses will dive down at
an 80-degree angle to the ecliptic plane and continue
on a course to the sun's south pole to carry out its primary mission.
Ulysses will arrive at 70 degrees south solar latitude in June 1994. The spacecraft will spend four
months studying the sun's southern polar region, then
cross the solar equator in February 1995and begin a
four-month pass of the sun's north polar region that
June. During its passage by the sun, Ulysses will study
three general areas of solar physics: the sun itself, magnetic fields and streams of particles generated by the
sun and interplanetary space above the sun.
In addition to sending Ulysses toward its primary
mission, the unprecedented maneuver around Jupiter
presents scientists with an added opportunity to investigate the region of space dominated by Jupiter's magnetic field, called the magnetosphere. Science experiments will attempt to examine the interaction of the
magnetosphere with the solar wind, a stream of highenergy particles emanating from the sun, and study
various phenomena within this magnetic bubble.
"A variety of science investigations can take place
during the spacecraft's journey through Jupiter's magnetosphere," said JPL's Dr. Edward J. Smith, NASA
Project Scientist for the joint NASA-European Space
Agency mission.
Scientists know from previous passes by the Voyager and Pioneer spacecraft that the outer, middle and
inner regions of the magnetosphere differ from one another and that these regions change over time. "The
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experiments will study the structure and dynamics of
Jupiter's magnetosphere," said Dr. Edgar Page, ESA
Science Coordinator at JPL.
"Ulysses' special complement of nine instruments
will return data from regions never before explored as
the spacecraft flies past Jupiter at a high latitude and
in the dusk sector," said Smith, referring to the side of
the planet that would be seeing sunset.
The region, however, is a hostile environment of
charged particles and radiation, Page and Smith said.
The intensity of radiation trapped within Jupiter's
magnetosphere poses certain risks for the spacecraft
as it flies past. "It's risky business for any spacecraft
traveling through Jupiter's environment," said Page,
"but we needed the gravity assist of Jupiter to achieve
our polar orbit around the sun."
The greatest threat from Jupiter's radiation will
occur during a four-day period centered on the spacecraft's closest approach. Should Jupiter's radiation
environment prove too harsh, Ulysses is programmed
to shut off its instruments and enter a "safe mode" to
protect itself for its primary objective of studying the
sun. The radio frequency carrier will remain on to
keep the spacecraft in touch with ground controllers.
"The spacecraft's trajectory through Jupiter's
magnetosphere will take it right between the orbits of
two Jovian moons, 10 and Europa," Smith said. "Io's
torus, a ring of sulfur and oxygen ions that spreads
out like a cloud and circles Jupiter, will be of special
interest to us during this time." Only one spacecraft,
Voyager 1, has passed directly through this region
before, in March 1979.


The Second Observing Challenge
By Jeff Bondono

Fifteen deep-sky objects are listed in the table below. If you observe 10 of the 15, you will receive a
"Certificate of Accomplishment" from the club. To qualify
for the certificate you must:
• observe any 10of the 15objects and write down what
you see,
• sketch anyone of the objects and
•
turn in your descriptions and sketch to Jeff Bondono by July 31,1992.
Anything you submit will be returned to you.
Coordinates
(2000.0)
0736.9+6536
0852.7+3325
0922.0+5059
1024.8-1838
1159.4+5058
1215.9+1309
1219.8+2937
1228.2+4406
1236.3+2559
1236.9+0715
1242.1+3232
1245.1-0028
1252.9+1114
1256.0+3819
1347.0+6058

ID

Type

Mag.

Size

Const.

NGC2403
NGC2683
NGC 2841
NGC 3242
NGC 4026
NGC 4216
NGC 4274
NGC 4449
NGC 4565
NGC 4570
NGC 4631
NGC 4666
NGC 4762
alpha2 CVn
NGC 5308

galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
planetary
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
double
galaxy

8.4
9.7
9.3
8.6
11.7
10.0
10.4
9.4
9.6
10.9
9.3
10.8
10.2
2.9 & 5.5
11.3

17.8' x 11.0'
9.3' x 2.5'
8.1' x 3.8'
16"
5.1' x 1.4'
8.3' x 2.2'
6.9' x 2.8'
5.1' x 3.7
16.2' x2.8'
4.1' x 1.3'
15.1' x3.3'
4.5' x 1.5'
8.7' x 1.6'
19.4"
3.5' x 0.8'

Cam
Lyn
UMa
Hya
UMa
Vir
Com
CVn
Com
Vir
CVn
Vir
Vir
CVn
UMa
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Hawthorn Hollow...
(Continued from page 1)

but was unsure of it. When I got my chance to look, I
agreed that there was a darker region just at the right
spot We tried a few different powers of eyepieces and a
Lumicon UHC filter to try to improve our view. In the
end, though, the best technique for seeing the Horsehead turned out to simply be studying the area again
and again. We'd alternate looking and resting and each
time I looked through the scope, the features were easier
to see. The dividing line between darkness and brightness in the field became more and more obvious and by
the time we finished, we could describe the shape and
brightness contours around the Horsehead which had
started just 15 minutes earlier as a slightly darkened
bite that neither of us was quite sure we actually saw. It
really pointed out to me the benefits of perseverance.
When you don't see an object, keep trying, vary your
techniques, rest a while and try again. Let the features
you've seen so far sink into your brain and free up your
concentration to find new details. Describe and compare
what you see with another person, if possible. Together,
you can build a more complete picture of what is seeable. Our final consensus was that the arc lining the
Horsehead's nose and forehead was the highest-contrast
and easiest edge to pick out while the back of the Horsehead was pretty subtle. I don't think we ever saw the
part of the nebulosity which runs under the Horsehead's
chin to its neck.
After our triumphant conquest of the Horsehead,
we moved on to the Rosette Nebula, surrounding the
cluster NGC 2244. It's a quite faint two-degree round
glow with one 9O-degree are quite a bit brighter than the
other 270 degrees. Then we moved on to the galaxy trio
of M-65, M-66 and the faint NGC 3628 in Leo. Again,
working together we could insure that what we were see-

ing was really there. This allowed us to confirm each other's impression of NGC 3826's elongation and orientation. The sky then became pretty cloudy and we took a
short break. When we returned to the telescope, about
the only thing bright enough to see was Jupiter. It
peeked in and out of the clouds, but when it was visible,
the image was again quite good. Flashing a green filter in
front of the eyepiece helped us see more detail than we
could see in the simple, unfiltered view. One more mystery arose as we viewed Jupiter this second time. One of
the equatorial belts appeared to be quite wide and much
fainter than the other. It looked to me like someone had
taken a charcoal drawing of the standard view of Jupiter
with its two sharp, thin belts and smeared on of them
out to four times its normal thickness and half its normal brightness. The puzzle is that no one had noticed
this just three hours prior. Perhaps the two parts of Jupiter which we viewed were different from each other or
perhaps the first time we viewed Jupiter we didn't observe well enough.
By now it was about 1:00, the clouds were thickening and my toes were numb, so we packed it in for the
night and left Hawthorn Hollow. My overwhelming impression of this star party will certainly be the thrill of
seeing the Horsehead Nebula for the first time. This object is notorious for its difficulty, but, with determination, it was revealed to us under less-than-ideal sky conditions. Perhaps at our next star party the sky will be
more cooperative and well get one of those rare, perfectly
clear nights. Maybe well try for something even more
difficult, like a faint Abell cluster of galaxies or the gravitationally lensed quadruple quasar in Ursa Major or the
edge of the universe itself.... Or maybe (if my mind
comes back to Earth), we can just have some fun looking
at brighter beacons in our comer of the universe. Anything but clouds....


Current Astronomical Periodical Holdings of Wayne State University Science Library
Fall 1991
Compiled by Kim Dyer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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American Astronomical Society, Bulletin of - New York
Astronomical Journal
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, Publication of
Astronomy
Astronomy and Astrophysics - European Journal
Astrophysical Journal- European Journal Supplemental Series
Astrophysical Journal Supplemental Series
Astrophysical Journal Letters
Astrophysics and Space Science - London
Aviation Week and Space Technology
British Astronomical Association, Journal of
Current Science
Discover - Chicago
Earth, Moon and Planets
Earth and Planetary Science Letters - European
Experimental Astronomy
Indian Journal of Physics (Calcutta) - relativity and cosmology
Journal for History of Astronomy
Journal of the Royal Society of Western Australia
Mercury - Journal of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mosaic - Natural Science Foundation, WaShington, D.C.
NASA Tech Briefs - see section on physical science
Natural History - New York City
Naturforschenden Gisellschaftn Vierteljahschrs Zurich - German language with some English
Nature - London
New Scientist - London weekly
Nuovo Cimento (yellow) - general physics, relativity and astronomy
Nuovo Cimento (light purple) - space physics
Observatory - London
Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors
Royal Astronomical Society (London), Monthly Notices of
Royal Society of Victoria (Melborn, Australia), Proceedings of Science American Association for the Advancement of Science
Science in China, Series A - math, physics, astronomy and technology
Science News
Sky and Telescope
Societe Scientique de Brurelles (Belgium) Annuales - science, math,
astronomy and physics
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At the Telescope

Deep Sky Objects
The term deep sky object refers to a broad range of
relatively dim and diffuse objects in the night sky. Deep
-sky objects include all varieties of galaxies, bright and
dark gas clouds, globular star clusters and open star
clusters - virtually any distant, blurry blob of faint light
in the sky. Once regarded as nuisances that impeded
the then far more important discovery of new comets,
these objects are in fact some of the most distant, beautiful and challenging objects to observe.
To be seen, deep-sky objects require dark skies and
high transparency, preferably on a night near a New
Moon. Some objects are within the light-grasp of binoculars, but most require a larger aperture — at least sixinches — before significant detail becomes apparent. A
useful technique for observing deep sky objects is averted vision: looking directly at a dark section of sky while
observing the object from the side of your eye.
Use these charts to fmd some deep-sky objects. At
right is a detailed chart showing enough stars to "starhop" to the objects. Inset is a low-scale chart showing
the general region of sky.
Happy viewing
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Warren Astronomical Society Calendar 1992
Sunday Afternoons
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Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday

March 6
March 7
March 7
March 12
March 20
March 27
April 11

Saturday

May 9

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Solar Group at Ed Cressman's house when the weather is
clear.
General meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science.
Hawthorn Hollow Star Party
Deep Sky Group meeting at Doug Bock's house.
Cosmology Group meeting at Ridgewood Recreation Center.
Business meeting at Macomb Community College.
Computer Group meeting at Larry Kalinowski's house.
Hawthorn Hollow Girl Scout Astronomy Lecture. Bring
telescopes. You must sign up at general meeting or contact
Jeff Bondono for details.
Astronomy Day.
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